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“The supposed great misery of our century is the lack of 

time; our sense of that, not a disinterested love of science, 

and certainly not wisdom, is why we devote such a huge 

proportion of the ingenuity and income of our societies to 

finding faster ways of doing things – as if the final aim of 

mankind was to grow closer not to a perfect humanity, 

but to a perfect lightening flash. “                                                                          

– John Fowles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Seymor Benjamin Chatman calls the adaptation of The French Lieutenant´s Woman “a new 

kind of film adaptation” (161). Of its originality, he says: “It is the kind of film that has a 

serious practical impact on film history, since it has educated the audience to new 

possibilities of narrative innovation” (165). Chatman is, of course, referring to Harold 

Pinter´s “narrative innovation” created specifically as a substitute for Fowles´ distinctly 

evident narrator, a solution that needs no voice-over. Marie-Claire Simonetti describes the 

narrator in the novel as “a highly self-conscious, contemporary narrator, who comments on 

the nineteenth-century narrative from a twentieth-century perspective” (301). In the film 

adaptation the plot is set in two different worlds, the “reality” which is set in the 1980´s and 

the “fictive world” situated in the late 19
th

 century and represented by way of a film set.
1
 

Furthermore, Simonetti means that “the blurring of time barriers” in the film “reflects the 

novel´s complex temporal relationship” (301).  The question whether the adaptation blurs 

the time or not is even more complex than Simonetti suggests. What is clear is that different 

narrative levels
2
 are used in both the novel and the adaptation. The narrative levels are in 

juxtaposition and intersect with each other, but instead of blurring time they contrast with 

each other.  

           In this essay the film adaptation is considered to be a metaphor of the novel. In this 

sense, the core which the adaptation (the metaphor) presents is: Charles´ love for Sarah 

Woodruff as freedom. The freedom that Sarah presents is mainly a freedom from time which 

also includes freedom from the conventions of the Victorian Age, the period in which she 

“lives.” When Charles falls in love with Sarah, in the novel, his desire is not only for her as 
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a carnal person, he also wants her as an escape from time, or a divergent from Darwin’s 

evolutionary time line. In the film it is Mike who falls in love, but the object of his love is 

the same as in the novel: Sarah; the fictive character that Anna plays. Mikes love for Anna 

occurs at hypodiegetic level, as a narrative within a narrative. Mike is a parallel to Charles in 

that he also longs to be set free from the time he is living in: the 80s, a parallel contemporary 

world invented by screenplay writer, Harold Pinter. This world is not uncomplicated though 

it lacks the evident restraints of Victorian society.  In this world resistance is placed inside 

the character instead of, as in the novel, in the outside society.  

            This essay argues that the adaptation of the novel rests on the same core of meaning 

in semiotic terms, as the novel. This core is immanent within the novel and the film. The 

core is the interiority, explicitly: Charles love for Sarah Woodruff as freedom. This core is 

invisible and is denominated by the term interiority in this essay. The novel and the film 

bring this out to light in its own way through its form/exteriority.  Michel Henry writes in 

Seeing the Invisible about external/exteriority and internal/interiority as different ways of 

appearing rather than different kinds of content (6).  This notion suggests the two art works 

are more alike than they appear to be superficially. What is immanent in them is the mystery 

that surrounds Sarah and the freedom that she presents. Charles´/Mikes love for Sarah 

Woodruff/Anna creates freedom from time; the linear time axis dissolves and from it 

emerges gaps in time. In this essay the term timelessness refers to these gaps in time as 

divergent from linear time and measureless time. Freedom, and the longing for freedom, is 

shown in its own way in both: the novel and the film adapting. What is visible though is not 

the interiority but the exteriority. It is the form that differs between the two art works and the 

form is equivalent with exteriority. What they do have in common is the interiority.  

           John Fowles writes in the foreword to Harold Pinter’s screenplay of The French 

Lieutenant’s Woman that “I do not think of the present script as a ’mere’ version of my 

novel but as the blueprint (since of course this pudding’s proof must lie finally in the seeing) 

of a brilliant metaphor for it” (xii).  The notion of the adaptation as a metaphor for the novel 

entails a system for the understanding of the “narrative innovation” that Chatman mentions. 

The exteriority of the novel is not the same as the exteriority of the film but what they lean 

on is an interiority which is the same. With this notion the film upholds a kind of fidelity 

towards the original work. The interiority is the same. 
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Interiority: Sarah’s Mystery and Freedom 

“Who is Sarah? Out of what shadows does she come?” (Fowles 94)  These questions 

conclude Chapter 12 in the novel: The French Lieutenants Woman. There is no doubt that 

Sarah is surrounded by mystery. Chatman, like many other critics, sees Sarah as being ahead 

of her time: “The narrator is very much concerned with the ´evolutionary leap, ´ which is the 

central clue to the nature of Sarah’s mystery” (Chatman 168).  Sarah has freed herself from 

Victorian conventions. She stands beside Victorian society but that does not necessarily 

imply that she is a creature of the future. Sarah is more than just an anachronism. Sarah is a 

timeless creature. She is an outcast of the Victorian age, and she stands outside the linear 

time axis. Sarah presents freedom rather than future. Sarah is free from time and its linearity. 

This interpretation opens up a depth which is immanent within the novel which in turn is 

immanent within the film. 

                 Tennyson’s In Memoriam is frequently quoted throughout the novel in epigraphs. 

In opposite to the evolutionary time line stated in epigraphs by the quotations of Darwin, 

Tennyson’s shadows carry out the invisible, the blurred:  

                                 The hills are shadows, and they flow 

From form to form, and nothing stands; 

They melt like mist, the solid lands, 

Like clouds they shape themselves and go (45) 

 

Darwin and Tennyson stand in opposite position with each other throughout the novel. 

Charles begins with being in linear Darwinian time; he believes in Darwin’s evolutionary 

theory. Charles sees himself in the scientific field of amateur paleontology, he believes in 

what he sees. The symbolic value of the hard land in which Charles hammers to reach the 

fossils and the past is important. It is not a melting of the land, rather a crushing. Overall 

Charles is doing what Darwin describes in On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural 

Selection, also mentioned in the novel: trying to adapt to the society of his time through 

cryptic coloration (Fowles 145). His proposal to Ernestina is one example of Charles´ 

attempt to adapt in society.  This does not imply that he does not necessarily love Ernestina, 

at least not before he meets Sarah. Yet, in comparison to what he experiences in his meeting 

with Sarah, the difference is evident. Charles´ love for Ernestina does not run deep and the 

possible love and what he feels for her does not makes him change as a character.  

             In comparison to the mood of In Memoriam as quoted in the novel, in which “the 

solid lands”  “melt like mist,” Victorian Society is firm and solid, supported by a system of 

explicit rules and morality. This hardness permeates everything. In the film this is showed 
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by Mrs. Poultney’s rigid face which clearly visualizes the hardness and the unwillingness to 

melt. Mrs. Poultney represents the Victorian Society with its ethical dogmas in the 

adaptation.  In the novel, Victorian Society partly mirrors itself through Charles´ thoughts.  

          Charles´ meeting with Sarah moves him from the linear, hard and solid time he is 

living in, into her soft mystery. Charles´ being in Victorian society has it roots in Darwinian 

thinking and ideas but changes direction as a result of meeting Sarah. After that, he moves 

towards Tennyson’s dissolving and melting. In the end of the novel (Chapter 58) Charles is 

deeply in love with Sarah, her mystery and the freedom she presents. Charles has undergone 

a change including an existential anagnorisis which has freed himself from Victorian time: 

“his only attempt to express his deeper self was in the way of verse, for he had discovered in 

Tennyson a greatness comparable with that of Darwin in his field” (429).  Placing Darwin in 

opposition to Tennyson is important since Darwin’s evolutionary time line represents 

linearity and Tennyson presents the dissolving and “melting” of the same. Sarah’s mystery, 

the interiority of the art works, is partly presented in Tennyson’s poetic descriptions of time.  

                  Chapter 12 ends with the above quoted questions, while Chapter 13 begins with 

the narrator’s voice: “This story I am telling is all imagination. These characters I create 

never existed outside my own mind” (95).This intersection between the diegetic level and 

the extradiegetic levels are a comment on the fiction itself. The effect of this comment does 

not make the diegetic level, the story, or as the narrator calls it: the imagination, subordinate 

to the extradiegetic level. Instead the narrator explicitly argues for the freedom of his 

characters, comparing the author with God and asserting the autonomy of both Sarah and 

Charles: “There is only one definition of God: the freedom that allows other freedoms to 

exist. And I must conform to that definition” (97). Moreover, the narrator, who one assumes 

is the author himself (since he claims to be the one who wrote the novel) reasons about the 

freedom of his characters and how Sarah would have acted if he, standing in the garden 

outside, had seen her in her window in the middle of the night: “She would instantly have 

turned, had she seen me there just as the old moon rose, and disappeared into the interior 

shadows” (96). “The interior shadows” are more than their literal sense. The shadows are 

embedded within the artwork itself. The mystery of Sarah is hence immanent within the 

artwork.  It is the interior shadows of the artwork itself. This suggests the immanence of 

Sarah’s freedom and timelessness. 

            The mystery of Sarah is not explicit even for the narrator. The narrator cannot fully 

understand Sarah’s interiority, he can only describe her from outside: “I report, then, only 

the outward facts: that Sarah cried in the darkness, but did not kill herself; that she 
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continued, in spite of the express prohibition, to haunt Ware Commons” (98). The not seeing 

of the internal also proclaims the internal as invisible. The narrator’s voice is reporting the 

outward facts - this telling is a form which is equivalent with exteriority.  

            The “interior shadows” are immediate in the novel as shadows of the novel itself. A 

stanza from The Riddle by Hardy constitutes the first epigraph at the first chapter of the 

novel. This stanza glances at the mystery: The Riddle. Something is a riddle, something is 

unknown. Something is unseen even though it is here. The stanza from The Riddle is about a 

she who is looking at the sea, just like the French Lieutenant’s Woman:  

        Always stood she 

        Prospect-impressed; 

        Solely out there 

        Did her gaze rest, (3) 

 

Sarah’s gaze or look is essential for not just the novel, but the film and the screenplay that it 

is based on as well. When Charles sees Sarah for the first time he feels as if “he had 

trespassed; as if the Cobb belonged to that face and not to the Ancient Borough of Lyme” 

(10). This feeling is not only the visualization of Charles feeling but also a moment where 

time is dissolving. At this particular point, the text foreshadows Charles´ falling in love with 

Sarah and consequently the dissolving of time.  This sequence is the beginning of Charles´ 

love for Sarah, thus the entry point into the riddle, the mystery. The trespassing is a 

trespassing from a concrete world into an abstract world, from the Victorian now into 

timelessness and freedom.  

          Charles is trespassing into another dimension which begins right at this point in the 

text when he sees Sarah Woodruff for the first time: “She turned to look at him – or as it 

seemed to Charles, through him” (10). Sarah’s “look” do not “touches” the surface of 

Charles face, it literally penetrates him:  “Again and again, afterwards, Charles thought of 

that look as a lance; and to think so is of course not merely to describe an object but the 

effect it has. He felt himself in that brief instant an unjust enemy; both pierced and 

deservedly diminished” (10). Sarah sees through Charles and his internal is being visualized.  

This looking through is the starting point of the visualization of the internal because it makes 

Charles fall in love with Sarah. Charles falling in love with Sarah is the raison d’être of the 

novel and a major prerequisite for the changes he is about to undergo. The effect Sarah’s 

gaze has on Charles is the prerequisite for the art work itself: Charles´ falling in love with 

Sarah.  
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                  In the film this is visualized through Meryl Strep’s face in the first scene at the 

Cobb. The audience knows that what they see is a film because of the deliberate exposure of 

the clapper board and the voice in the megaphone. We are, as audience, aware of the 

hypodiegetic level of the situation. Sarah’s/Anna’s eyes are looking at Charles´ eyes and the 

clarity that breaks through is evident.  Her eyes break through the narrative levels and make 

it uncertain whether she is in the diegetic level or in the hypodiegetic level. The question in 

this limit dissolving moment is not who she is (Streep, Anna, Sarah) or as Charles said in the 

above quotation: “not merely to describe an object but the effect it has.” What is 

Sarah/Anna/Streep doing? What is happening?  What effect does this gaze have on its 

perceiver?  The effect is seen in the immediate reaction of Charles face. The looking through 

is the beginning of Charles feelings of love for Sarah Woodruff. The meeting with Sarah on 

the Cobb is, both in the film and in the novel, a time dissolving moment; a moment which 

activates the plot. 

 

Exteriority: Narration in the Novel 

The necessary prerequisite for Charles´ progress and change as a character is his love for 

Sarah Woodruff. Charles is, after seeing Sarah at the Cobb, embedded within the mysterious 

“interior shadows” from which Sarah comes from and they are in themselves triggering his 

journey towards freedom and timelessness. Charles is slowly falling out of society and starts 

to question himself: 

BACK in his rooms at the White Lion after lunch Charles stared at 

his face in the mirror. His thoughts were too vague to be described. 

But they comprehended mysterious elements; a sentiment of obscure 

defeat not in any way related to the incident on the Cobb, but to 

certain trivial things he had said at Aunt Tranter’s lunch, to certain 

characteristic evasions he had made; to whether his interest in 

paleontology was a sufficient use for his natural abilities; to whether 

Ernestina would ever really understand him as well as he understood 

her; to a general sentiment of dislocated purpose originating perhaps 

in no more – as he finally concluded – than the threat of a long and 

now wet afternoon to pass. (12)  

 

Charles´ place in time, his part in evolution, is not what it once was: “His future had always 

seemed to him of vast potential; and now suddenly it was a fixed voyage to a known place. 

She (Sarah) had reminded him of that” (130). Charles´ evolutionary path is slipping. Sarah 

presents freedom and passes the notion of being set free over to Charles.  The freedom is a 

freedom from time, freedom from the social conventions of his time and freedom from the 
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necessity adjustment in the evolutionary path, constituted by Darwin: “We may explain it 

biologically by Darwin’s phrase: cryptic coloration, survival by learning to blend with one’s 

surroundings –with the unquestioned assumptions of one’s age or social caste” (145). 

Charles is no longer capable of cryptic coloration after meeting Sarah.  

               Moreover, Sarah reminds Charles of his being in need of undergoing a change or 

as the narrator presents it on the extradiegetic level: “It is only when our characters and 

events begin to disobey us that they begin to live"(96). The disobedience is necessary in 

order for the art work to be organic, and in order to change as a character Charles needs to 

disobey Victorian time and society. Sarah is the prerequisite for this change. Charles begins 

to long for freedom after his first meeting with Sarah:  

To tell the truth he was not really in the mood for anything; strangely 

there had come ragingly upon him the old travel-lust that he had 

believed himself to have grown out of those last years. He wished he 

might be in Cadiz, Naples or Morea, in some blazing Mediterranean 

spring itself, but to be free, to have endless weeks of travel ahead of 

him, sailed towards islands, mountains, the blue shadows of the 

unknown. (137)  

 

The “blue shadows of the unknown” represent Sarah, the mystery that surrounds her and the 

freedom she offers. Charles is obviously affected by the look he received at the Cobb and he 

gets more affected each time he meets Sarah:  “Charles did not know it, but in those brief 

poised seconds above the waiting sea, in that luminous evening silence broken only by the 

waves´ quiet wash, the whole Victorian age was lost. And I do not mean that he had taken 

the wrong path” (72).  This suggests the transference, of timelessness and freedom, from 

Sarah over to Charles. When Charles falls in love with Sarah, he becomes immersed in her 

mystery and he starts to question the lack of freedom that the time he is living in presents.  

        The narrator cannot control Charles as he begins to set himself free from time and 

conventions: “When Charles left Sarah on her cliff-edge, I ordered him to walk straight back 

to Lyme Regis. But he did not; he gratuitously turned and went down to the dairy” (96). 

Subsequently, Charles struggles with diversity throughout the novel. Chapter 48 takes place 

in a church where Charles is searching God. The voice that he faces is not a spiritual God 

but a God that implicitly judges Charles and make him judge himself. The voice is his own 

morality, the part of him as a social creature of the Victorian age. Charles hence got two 

voices. One of the voices which are exposed in the dialogue in Chapter 48 is a machine. A 

machine raised up of its own age and its social structure: “the deception was in its very 

nature; and it was not human but a machine” (366). Tennyson’s introductory poem lightens 
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up the diversity Charles is placed in: “I hold it true, with him who sings /To one clear harp 

in diverse tones” (360). 

              The state of opposition between the human and the machine in terms of living is 

also indicated in Chapter 13: “Only one shared reason is shared by all of us: we wish to 

create worlds as real as, but other than the world that is. Or was. This is why we cannot plan. 

We know a world is an organism, not a machine” (96). Yet, Victorian Society is described 

as a machine and it needs divergence in order to be organic. The organic features derive in 

the interiority of the artwork: Sarah’s mystery.  

              In the church Charles paces up and down the aisle between the pews. Meanwhile 

“worn names and dates, last fossil remains of other lives, stared illegibly at him from the 

gravestones embedded in the floor” (363). The gravestones are remains of the past. Here in 

the quiet church, time clashes. The future is a prison in which Charles sees himself walking 

into but backwards. A new causality is build when Charles comes to his own fully 

understanding of Christianity. This understanding puts Charles´ freedom in a contrary 

position to that of the Victorian age.  The understanding is also an acceptance of shame for 

not being able to cryptic coloration. 

                Charles´ acceptance of the shame opens the door to his personal freedom but put 

an end to his being as an honorable person in Victorian society. He is reborn, or as the 

epigraph by Tennyson reads:  “That man may rise on stepping-stones / Of their dead selves 

to higher things” (360). This understanding is the actual anagnorisis that Charles 

experiences. This anagnorisis entails the change that he has undergone. Charles decides to 

leave his old self since “he had become, while still alive, as if dead” (366). Charles emerges 

from his struggle without honor but with his personal freedom. This is Charles´ 

understanding of Christianity and his understanding of himself: Charles is letting go of his 

old self. He is rising up to higher things: his freedom. All as a result of meeting Sarah and 

falling in love with her.  

      Charles´ existential anagnorisis is preceded by a slow process where he slowly starts 

realizing that his life is a matter of choice, that he has been one of the living dead in his 

current life and that he does not wants to be a part of the machine the Victorian Society 

represents:        

There must be wisdom with great Death; the dead shall look me thro´ 

and thro´ Charles' whole being rose up against those two foul 

propositions; against this macabre desire to go backwards into the 

future, mesmerized eyes on one’s dead fathers instead of on one’s 
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unborn sons. It was as if his previous belief had condemned him, 

without his ever realizing it, to a life in the grave (368) 

Charles has been more absorbed with the past than with the future, hammering the hills in 

his search for the fossils of the past. The anagnorisis makes him aware of his own ability to 

diverge from Victorian conventions and live after his own wishes and desires: “What he saw 

now was like a glimpse of another world: a new reality, a new causality, a new creation” 

(368). 

           Later, when Charles meets with the narrator on a train, a further manifestation of 

freedom is stated; the narrator lets the extradiegetic level clash with the diegetic level as a 

statement for his own integrity. This emphasizes the theme of freedom: “As sometimes 

happens when one stares covertly at people and speculates about them, Charles was caught 

in the act; and reproved for it. There was a clear suggestion in the sharp look sideways that 

Charles should keep his eyes to himself” (407). 

 

Exteriority: the Visible Slippage and Pinter’s Implicit Dialogue  

Chatman emphasizes the differences between Mike and Charles: “For his part, Mike is no 

Charles: he does not throw away his present life, reject his family, and run after Anna. No, 

the modern story is not a replay of the Victorian” (174). Mike is not (in comparison with 

Charles) forced to throw away his present life, reject his family and run after Anna/Sarah, he 

can still, without these actions remain within complete love. The constraints of Victorian 

society have been adapted in the adaptation to the inside of the individual (Charles/Mike) 

rather than to outside society. Mike is not living in Victorian Society but in a society of the 

1980s. The society surrounding Mike and Anna is completely different from Victorian 

Society, but still each time has its own constrains.  Charles/Mike wants to free himself from 

his time, he wants to be free. What remain as common interiority of both the film and the 

novel are Charles/Mike’s love feelings for Anna/ Sarah as his longing for freedom and the 

freedom that Sarah presents.  

       There are several indications that both Mike’s wife and Sarah’s boyfriend are aware of 

their having an affair. Yet, even though they probably are aware of this, they do not interfere 

with the fact. This leaves the decision solely to the morality of the individual him/herself 

(Anna and Mike).  The meeting between Mike’s wife and Anna at the garden party 

emphasizes the responsibility of the sole individual. Society is represented here as 

matrimonial institution but it is not explicitly exhibiting the accompanying values. Instead it 
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is there as a “perfect garden,” beautiful to look at on the outside but hiding all the 

weaknesses such as Mike’s laziness. The explicit morality in Victorian time is adapted to 

implicit knowing but not telling (Mike’s wife, Anna’s boyfriend), knowing but not judging 

(the film crew know about Anna and Mike’s infidelity).   

           In order for Mike to free himself from his time, he falls in love with Sarah, who 

presents an escape, a way through fiction out of his time. Mike does not “throw away his 

present life, reject his family, and run after Anna” even though his social status would be 

unchanged in comparison with Charles in the novel. He does not do that because society 

does not demand that from him. It is all a matter of choice inside of him.   

         The two narrative levels in the film are, from a cinematic perspective, equivalent to 

one another. There are no indications of subordination such as exaggerated acting in the set 

of the film in comparison to the diegetic world. There are never any signs of a film set 

except for the clapper board and the megaphone at the beginning. The audience is rather 

looking at the done product, the film as it is shown in a cinema.  

              The hypodiegetic level (the film set) is actually superior to the diegetic, considering 

this from a deeper perspective which involves the immanence of Sarah’s freedom. This 

becomes visible in the intersections which creates a visible slippage in the exteriority of the 

film. One example of this is the scene in which Anna and Mike are rehearsing in a garden 

shed. They are doing the same passage two times, where Anna/Sarah are suppose to fall 

after her coat get caught in the bramble and she slips, and eventually the diegetic time slip 

over to the fictional time where they are in their costumes out in the Undercliff. The 

rehearsal scene gets more intense and real the second time they do it. Just before Anna/Sarah 

slips and they are at the Undercliff, Charles gaze is focused on her with extreme clarity. 

Chatman describes this scene: “The second time she finds the right note, and in one of the 

film’s most striking moments Mike stares at her as if she suddenly has become Sarah, right 

before his eyes. His look is so intense that it seems to register his own astonishment as much 

as Charles participation in the fictional scene” (176). The intensity in Charles eyes is striking 

and real. Sarah’s fall into the other narrative level of the film set is a falling into something 

superior, something more real and more intense, than the diegetic world can offer. This is 

also the reason why Mike falls in love with Sarah and not Anna; she is more real to him than 

Anna.  

      Another slip between the diegetic level and the hypodiegetic level, which not only 

reveals the fact that Mike is in love with Sarah rather than Anna, is in the last scene in the 

villa at the party. When Mike understands that Anna left, he stands in the window and 
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desperately screams: “Sarah!” This suggests, not only the desperation he feels when he loses 

the freedom that Sarah presents for him, but also Anna’s freedom. Anna’s escape represents 

a freedom which is not necessarily bound to the relation with Mike but on its own.   

 

Isolation and Vastness: Gaps in Time 

The love between Sarah and Charles is under threat from the conventions of Victorian 

Society. This demands a space for their love to grow and be able to see each other. The 

Undercliff is an important place in both the film and the novel because it is both vast by 

uncivilized land and isolated by the steep hills. It is the Undercliff that makes Sarah´s and 

Charles´ coming together possible. The restraints of Victorian society have its sanctuary in 

the Undercliff; a place free from civilization:  

on foot this seemingly unimportant wilderness gains a strange 

extension. People have been lost in it for hours, and cannot believe, 

when they see on the map where they were lost, that their sense of 

isolation – and if the weather be bad, desolation – could have seemed 

so great. (67) 

 

This secluded place beyond the civilization of the Victorian age is also a space of mind.  A 

space contained with freedom from time, freedom from social conventions. It is here, in the 

Undercliff, that “the whole Victorian Age [is] lost” (72).  

           The vastness and the isolation are shown in several occasions more than at the 

Undercliff. For example, the vastness and the wildness of the ocean play a visual role in the 

film in the scene when Charles sees Sarah at the Cobb for the first time. The wild ocean is a 

heavy contrast to Mrs. Poultney and Victorian Society in general. Sarah presents gaps in 

time for Charles. These adjoin to freedom, passion and intimacy. When Sarah says that “I 

can not think beyond this hour” (355), she verbally isolates Charles as she isolates time. 

“This hour” contains an eternity and thus the opposite to limitation of time.  This quote is 

therefore contradictory: limited and infinite at the same time. Sarah presents freedom as 

isolation. Another example of this is when Sarah says: “I have no one to turn to” (140). She 

isolates Charles, gives him no choice, and kindly forces him to listen to her. This leads him 

closer to Sarah and closer to falling in love with her. Most important is the dense love 

between Sarah and Charles these gaps in time are filled with, a love that is connected with 

freedom: “”At last she looked at him. Her eyes were full of tears, and her look unbearably 

naked. Such looks we have all once or twice received and shared; they are those in which 
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worlds melt, pasts dissolve, moments when we know, in the resolution of profoundest need, 

that the rock of ages can never be anything else but love, here, now, in these two hands´ 

joining, in this blind silence in which one head comes to rest beneath the other; and which 

Charles, after a compressed eternity, breaks though the question is more breathed than 

spoken” (462). 

             Martin Regal writes about time as being subjective for each of Pinter’s characters: 

“Pinter is also clearly absorbed with individual subjective time as it is lived. On many 

occasions, his characters seem to exist in independent time frames, individually 

experiencing the passing of time in a manner different to those around them” (Regal 3). This 

suggests Mike’s attraction with not only Anna/Sarah but also with the hypodiegetic level 

and the time of it: Victorian Age. Moreover, this emphasizes the juxtaposition, not only 

between the diegetic level and hypodiegetic level but also between Anna’s and Mike’s 

different perception of time. Mike’s longing for freedom take root in the hypodiegetic level 

thus another time. This makes his love for Anna/Sarah much deeper than her love for him.  

Anna’s time perception do not run beyond the diegetic level, she might be in love in Charles 

but the roots of her love are merely in the 80s.  

 

Comparing Exteriority Film and Novel: Freedom  

The presentation of how the film and the novel bring the same interiority to light through its 

unique exteriority raise the question of what strictly technical differs in the exteriority. The 

exteriority of the novel and the film consists of narrative levels. In the film the double set of 

characters entails one diegetic level (Anna and Mike) and one hypodiegetic level (Charles 

and Sarah). The intersections between these two are visible through the visible slippage 

described above. This is made possible because of the fact that Mike falls in love with Sarah. 

This intersection implies that Mike and Charles are sharing emotions since Mike’s feelings 

slips into Sarah. In the novel Sarah contrast with Victorian Society. She is something outside 

time conventions and place. She is set apart from the time she lives in. She there becomes an 

escape towards freedom for Charles. In the film, the Victorian time contrasts with the 80s 

and even though Sarah in no typical Victorian woman, she is tempting from a time where 

explicit moral rules, especially in comparison with the implicitly of Charles own time, sets 

the record. A moral that do ought to exist somehow, through matrimonial sacrifices and in 
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society on the whole. There is a clear juxtaposition between the inner and outer moral 

boundaries, visualized through different ages: Victorian and 1980s.  

      Earlier in the essay Simonetti was referred to since she argues that the adaptation of The 

French Lieutenant’s Woman blurs the temporal distance between the two plots. She also 

points out the reflexivity in the plot which clearly holds truth. In opposite to what Simonetti 

claims about the blurring of time one can notice the evident temporal contrast. This 

illuminates not only the difficulties in the Victorian Age but also the difficulties of the 80s. 

The visible slippage is not a temporal blurring where time just melts together. Instead, the 

contrasts make theses opposites and thus the slippage possible.  If the time was blurred how 

would the visible slippage be visible? There is rather a clear linearity of time opposing the 

gaps in time. This manifests itself:  Darwin verses Tennyson, isolation verses vastness, 

freedom verses time conventions.  

          Evidently, the complex narrative situation in the novel was translated into an 

adaptation which could include something in juxtaposition to the Victorian Age. Instead of 

transferring the extradiegetic level the adaptation added a subordinate narrative level: the 

hypodiegetic level of film set within the film. Highlighting the contrasts between the 

hypodiegetic level and the diegetic level is a way of suggesting a motive for Pinter’s 

“narrative innovation” as a “brilliant metaphor” for Fowles´ novel.  With these contrasts we 

find that the restraints of a seemingly open society as Pinter’s can contain an inner, rather 

implicit, restraint for the individual of the 1980´s. The longing for freedom is triggered as 

soon as freedom is deprived from man, irrespective of how and when.  Sarah is an escape 

from Victorian Age for Charles. At the same time she is an escape from 1980s for Mike. 

More all-embracing is to say that she is an escape from the linearity of all time or an escape 

from the Darwinian evolution.  The freedom she presents is immanent within the two art 

works. The mysterious freedom is here invisible revealing itself through a beautifully 

composed film and a magnificent novel. Both complicated in its exteriority in terms of 

narrative. Freedom is immanent with both of the artworks, yet they are completely different 

from outside. 
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1
 Of course, both worlds are actually represented by sets but the spectator is introduced to the two time periods 

as being fictive and non-fictive. 
2
 Lothe´s concept of narrative levels is used throughout this essay as a framework for speaking of different 

kinds of narration, irrespective of source. The narrative levels used in this essay are: diegetic (pertaining to the 

story and in which we are mainly in the present), hypodiegetic (subordinate to the diegetic level) and 

extradiegetic (outside the story´s universe). 


